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W I N D K N O T S

PRESIDENT’S CORNER

May 28, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring Scott &
Kathy Sparrow with a presentation on
the Arroyo City Kingfisher Inn.

June 15-16, 2002
Saltwater Outing in South Padre.
Contact David Murrell for more info.

June 25, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring Rob
Woodruff with a presentation on the
Pine PT. Lodge.

July 20, 2002
Saltwater One-Fly. Stay tuned for more
details.

July 26-28, 2002
The Outdoorsman's Fishing & Hunting
Expo at the Reliant Arena. Contact Mike
Willis for further information

July 30, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring Camilo
Chavez with a presentation on the “Sea
Center”.

August 27, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring Lance
Robinson from TPWD with a presenta-
tion on current issues.

September 24, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring Bev
Edwards with a presentation for Bass
Fishing on the Cheap.

U p c o m i n g  E v e n t sU p c o m i n g  E v e n t s

BY MIKE EBERHARD

President, Texas Fly Fishers

I MISCALCULATED! MY TERM
EXPIRES AT THE END OF JUNE,
NOT THE END OF MAY AS PREVI-
OUSLY PROMISED. YOU WILL
HAVE TO PUT UP WITH ME FOR
ONE MORE MONTH. JERRY IS
CHOMPING AT THE BIT TO TAKE
OVER THE CLUB; I WILL BE ON
THE ALERT FOR ANY COUP
ATTEMPTS. MY SECURITY ADVI-
SORS HAVE WARNED ME OF A
POSSIBLE TAKEOVER. I DON‚T
WANT TO INFLUENCE ANYONE‚S
VOTE BUT I FEEL OBLIGATED TO
DISCLOSE SOME LITTLE KNOWN
FACTS ABOUT THE FUTURE PRESI-
DENTIAL CANDIDATE. HE HAS
BEEN SEEN HANGING OUT ON
ROOFS LATELY WITHOUT A HAT.
IT IS A SCIENTIFIC FACT THAT
THIS FRIES THE BRAIN CELLS. HE
HAS BEEN KNOWN TO ACCUMU-
LATE VAST AMOUNTS OF OLD
FISHING RELATED ITEMS IN HIS
HOUSE. HE CAN SHOW UP AT
THE SPUR OF THE MOMENT, NOT
HAVING FISHED AN AREA FOR

MANY MONTHS, AND IMMEDI-
ATELY FIND THE FISH. HE HAS
BEEN KNOWN TO EXAGGERATE.
IN SPITE OF THESE PECULULARI-
TIES, I FEEL THE CLUB WILL BE IN
GOOD HANDS. SOME OF YOU
BUDDING CONTRIBUTING WRIT-
ERS MAY NOTICE THAT YOUR
ARTICLES MAY BE EDITED WHEN
APPEARING IN THE WINDKNOTS.
I HAVE RECRUITED AN EDITOR
TO MAKE SOME OF THE ARTICLES
MORE READABLE AND WRITTEN
IN BETTER ENGLISH, WITHOUT
CHANGING THE CONTENT.
PLEASE DO NOT TAKE OFFENSE
BY THIS CHANGE; IT SHOULD
IMPROVE THE WINDKNOTS. OF
COURSE, THE WINDKNOTS WILL
IMPROVE GREATLY WHEN THE
NEW PRES. STARTS WRITING HIS
ARTICLES. TILL NEXT TIME,
GOOD FISHING.

...The Pres

1141-05 Uptown

Parkway Blvd

Houston, Texas 77056

713-993-9981

15% off of all

Fly-tying Materials for

all TFF Members.

Westbank Anglers Houston
The Centre @ Post Oak 
5000 Westheimer #620 

Houston, TX 77056 
713.961.3474 

Fax 713.961.3478
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(Part 1)   by Corey Rich

In last month's exciting episode we
learned that the length of the head
section determined casting perform-
ance. A line with a short, concentrat-
ed head section with most of the
weight far forward is just the ticket
for quick shots: The rod loads easily
without having to work a great
length of line out before delivering
the fly. On the other hand, a short-
headed line isn't all that great for
those long casts. It's hard to hold
that heavy head up in the air using
only the limp, thin running line to
transfer energy. For long casts we
need a line with a long enough head
that some of the belly or rear taper
stays inside, or just outside, the rod
tip prior to release.

Now let's look at some other char-
acteristics so we can find that perfect
line.
Fly lines hot and cold
An important consideration in pick-
ing a fly line is the temperature
range in which you'll fish it. Some
lines are especially designed for
warm weather, some for cold. This is
done by changes in the core material
and the coating. A certain amount of
stiffness keeps the line from sagging
between the guides when you shoot
it. Braided mono and single-strand
mono cores tend to be fairly stiff,
well suited for summer or "tropic"
lines. But lines that are stiff are often
hard to straighten when they are
cold. They retain coils from sitting
on the reel. Those coils lead to tan-
gles on deck or in hand, and to
blown casts and bad words. Braided
nylon is more limp and serves better
in lines that will be used in the cold.

I think a little extra suppleness
and sag in the heat of the summer is
preferable to too much stiffness and
line-coil in the winter. If you're only
going to have one line to fish year
round, you might want to avoid
lines with monofilament cores.
The importance of the front taper
A short front taper of four or five
feet transfers a great deal of energy
from the line's belly to the leader.
This is what you need to turn over
big, heavy, bulky, or wind-resistant
flies. But it isn't as delicate or accu-
rate as a longer front taper of eight
to 12 feet. The longer taper helps
dissipate the energy of the fly line so
it doesn't slam the tip, leader, and
fly on the water's surface.

It should be obvious that a longer
front taper is desirable for dropping
a dry fly lightly, just in front of that
rock, and a short front taper is what
you need to turn that deer-hair frog
over into that hole between the lily
pads.
How many lines do I need?
One of the great things about fly
fishing is that it offers so many buy-
ing opportunities. Even so, at $30 to
$70 a pop, having a specialty line for
each possible venue and target can be
a real drain on beer money.

The major line manufacturers
offer one or more excellent general
purpose, all-around lines that you
can use for everything. They typical-
ly have medium-length heads with
medium-length front tapers. For
example, Scientific Anglers offers
their Mastery Series GPX and Ultra
3 Weight Forward general purpose
lines. Cortland offers their standard
444 line. Cabela's has similar offer-
ings in their house brand. It may not

be as sexy to buy a general purpose
line as, say, a Bonefish Taper or a
Pike/Musky Taper, but unless you
fish a lot for bonefish or pike and
musky, you'll have more versatility
with your general purpose line.

Here's one thing to keep in mind:
Specialty lines are not so different
from one another that you can't
make a fairly long cast with a short-
headed line, or a fairly quick short
shot with a long-bellied line. So if
you fish mostly for bass with big
hair bugs, get a bass bug taper. You
can use it for redfish when you go to
the coast. Just put a longer leader on
it to make up for the short front
taper to give you a gentler presenta-
tion.

In the first episode I said I'd men-
tion double-taper lines. They have a
tip, front taper, belly, then the same
thing in reverse. There's no thin run-
ning line behind the head section.
Technically, there's no head at all.
The belly makes up most of the
length of the line. Because each end
is a mirror image of the other, they
can be reversed if one end is dam-
aged or worn out.

Double-tapers usually have a fairly
long, gradual front taper and thus
make delicate, accurate presenta-
tions. Because DTs are all belly and
no running line, they load the rod
well at short distances. They also
handle well on the water, mending
and roll casting. From this picture
you can see they are primarily used
for trout and panfish on small waters
where a delicate presentation is
important and distance is not.

continued on next page

FLY LINE SECRETS REVEALED!



Attack of the marketing guys
Fishing tackle is big business, and
very competitive. Tackle manufactur-
ers sometimes fudge for competitive
advantage. "Our 12-pound test line
is much stronger than theirs!" Sure,
that's because it's really 20-pound
test line and theirs is only 17-pound
test. Maybe it's more subtle, but
there's some of this in fly lines, too.
For example, some alleged floating
lines don't float, at least not in the
running line. If you fish from a boat
all the time or you always use a
stripping basket or you can hold
coils in your hand without tangling,
this doesn't matter. But if you wade
and sometimes let the line fall at
your feet when stripping, it can be
an annoyance when it sinks into the
grass. My Flip Pallot Sight-Cast
lines and my Cortland Tropic Plus
Laserline have running sections so
small in diameter that there isn't
enough coating to keep them float-
ing. I have an old SA Bonefish Taper
that's the same way. My SA Tarpon
Taper is also the same way, but I
don't wade for tarpon so it doesn't
matter.

If you're in the market for a new
line, be careful of what you read in
the catalogs. Some, like the Orvis cat-
alog, are accurate in their descriptions
because Orvis is the source of the line,
if not the manufacturer. Others,
though, employ copywriters who may
not know too much. Here are a cou-
ple of actual examples from catalogs
and ads. See if you know what they
mean or believe what they say.

". . . the long belly generates higher
line speeds so you get more distance

with each cast."

". . . braided monofilament core for
zero memory and long-body tapers
that allow you to quickly load your
rod and put your fly in front of salt-
water speedsters."

"Special braided monofilament core
offers ideal balance to allow quick
casts, accurate presentations."

"Smooth turnover for balance and
stability."

". . . a longer tip diameter for high
floatation."

"[These] lines shoot better into wind
and are, therefore, better suited to
tight backcast situations."

Final thoughts
Here's a little recap that may be

useful.

• Head = tip + front taper + belly
+ rear taper.

• A short head loads rod with less
line out. Good for quick casts
but not distance. Good for close-
in sight-casting. Examples: Most
bass bug lines, "saltwater" lines,
"sight-cast" lines, pike/muskie
lines, "beginner" lines.

• A long head is good for longer
casts but not quick shots. It roll
casts and mends well. Good for
blind casting, fishing in big
rivers. Examples: Steelhead lines,
"distance" lines, most bonefish
lines.

• A short front taper retains energy
to turn bulky or heavy flies over
efficiently but not gently.
Examples: Bass bug lines,
pike/muskie lines, billfish lines.

• A long front taper dissipates
energy for delicate presentation,
but not good for bulky or heavy
flies. Examples: Most bonefish
lines, trout lines. Double-taper

lines generally have long front
taper.

• You can adjust leader length to
compensate somewhat for a par-
ticularly short or long front
taper.

• Stiff core material can make
shooting line easier, but can
cause problems in cold weather.

• General purpose lines are a good
choice if you fish for multiple
species under a variety of cir-
cumstances.
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Continued from previous page.

Orvis Houston
5848 Westheimer Rd.,
Houston, TX, 77057

713-783-2111
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CLASSIFIEDS
Cabela’s 8’ ODC 816 inflatable Pontoon boat

(ODC= Outdoor Discovery Craft)

Features:

No tool assembly 
Powder coated aluminum frame

Two 6’ oars
Pump

Casting Apron
Two gear storage bags built in

Aluminum framed rear storage deck
350# capacity

See this model in the current Cabela’s catalog for $325.00
This boat was used only twice.

Asking $200.00

Call Randy Pinter
Days 713-691-5271

Nights 281-326-3843

’98 Key West 1520 Explorer
“97 Yahmaha 60

This well equpped boat is set up for both fresh and
Salt water.  Accessories include:

- poling platform (with custom made pole)
- plow and drift anchors (with lines)
- trolling motor (salt water model)

- Depth/fish finder
- All required safety equipment

- Bimini top and boat cover
- New battery plus spare

- Large ice chest
- “Just add water” 

- priced below book value…..$7,900

(281) 359-7077
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by Dave M. Behr

Speckled trout continue to be some-
what of an enigma to both public
officials and recreational fishermen.
A mountain of information has been
accumulated over the years by myri-
ad people and organizations about
specks. However, as you look closely
at speckled trout as a whole, you
soon realize that the mountain we
have mapped is only a portion of an
entire range yet to be discovered.
The current information is extensive,
but we lack a complete understand-
ing of the trout's true behavioral pat-
terns, and reasons for those behav-
iors. 

The Texas Parks & Wildlife
Department is making a concerted
effort to gather information along
the entire coast. This is being
achieved, in part, through the newly
constituted Spotted Seatrout Work
Group. The members of the Work

Group have a goal of providing
TPW with feedback on a variety of
resource management issues and
potential conservation measures
aimed at improving Texas's spotted
seatrout fishery. As well, each mem-
ber will be poring over information
provided by TPW. The biologists are
charged with finding the answers to
the Work Group's questions. 

The panel of Work Group mem-
bers is made of a group of fishermen,
guides, and other stakeholders from
Sabine Lake to the equator, or rather
Harlingen. The members are from
Sabine Lake – 1, Galveston – 4,
Matagorda – 2, Rockport/Port
O’Connor – 3, Corpus/Port Aransas
– 5, Harlingen – 2, San Antonio – 2,
and one each from Mercedes, Austin,
Nederland, and Lumberton. 

On April 24th at Sea Center Texas,
TWP hosted the first Work Group
meeting. Present at the meeting
were nine TWP biologists, including

Hal Osbourne, Lance Robinson, and
Robert Vega, 19 of the 23 Work
Group members, and 17 civilians,
including me.

The day began with a series of
presentations by TWD staff mem-
bers about the fisheries of today and
yesterday, and methods of data col-
lection that yield the data biologists
use to shape and mold our state’s
regulations. 

There was a copious amount of
information presented. Here’s an
example or two. Stock enhancement
programs began in 1871 in the U.S.,
but at that time there was no suc-
cessful way to measure its effective-
ness. The first management plan
began in Texas in 1974 and as early
as 1982 an improvement in the
marine stocks was evident. As a
result of these early successes and
knowledge gained, there are now
three hatcheries in the state that cul-
ture redfish, trout, the southern
flounder, and tarpon. Tarpon are very
new to the program and little infor-
mation is known about their exact
reproductive habits. Speckled trout
are difficult to raise due to their can-
nibalistic tendencies. 

Coinciding with the beginning of
management plans in Texas, TPW
has documented that fishing pressure
has steadily increased since the 70’s.
More recently, during 1999 – 2000
angler’s spent 6.5 million hours fish-
ing catching approximately 2 mil-
lion fish. 

The data that have been gathered
to date are from the following collec-
tion methods: 1080 oyster dredges
each year (since 1982), 1680 bay
trawls per year (since 1982), 960
gulf trawls per year (since 1985),
2040 bag seines per year (since

Spotted Seatrout Work Group Begins Its Work
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1975), and 760 gill net samples per
year (since 1975). Over 160,000 fish
have been tagged between 1977 and
1999. Of those, 30% were redfish,
and 15% were trout. 

As a result of all this effort, TPW
justifiably prides itself on the
strength of its data because each year
supplements the previous year’s
results. 

Texas is also regarded as a world
leader in fish hatcheries technology. 

Next came the meat of the meet-
ing. Work Group members present-
ed their questions and concerns to
the TPW staff. The biologists wrote
down each question presented. Some
of the Work Group members were
more vocal than others, but all either
volunteered a question or they were
asked for a comment by staff. The
following is a partial list of questions
per individual. (Some questions/com-
ments are abridged, but the meaning
should be clear.) Capt. Jim West
worried that summer croaker fisher-
men will be targeting fish 18’ and
larger. As a lure fisherman, he’s con-
cerned about the specific targeting of
large trout to which the croaker fish-
ermen are dedicated. He also asked
how a tailored limit might effect the
economy in each area. He then sug-
gested a reduction in harvest of large
trout in the summer months. 

Ron Arbogast asked if size of a
trout is genetic. Skipper Ray asked if
the entire coast is being punished for
what some bays are lacking. Tom
Curtis asked about the possibility of
separate limits dependent on loca-
tion. Bill Schwarzlose asked about
the impact of cormorants. Jack
Conway asked about trout’s mortali-
ty upon release. 

George Garza asked if there is any
data depicting the difference in
health between trout of today and

those of 20 years ago due to environ-
mental issues. Bob Craig asked what
effect the deepening and widening of
the ship channel has had on trout,
and what effect bay and gulf shrimp-
ing have had. 

Caroline Vetters asked if TPW
would be buying more shrimper’s
licenses to reduce their numbers. Jim
Vratis stated he would like things to
stay as they are concerning regula-
tions. 

And finally, one public spectator
asked Mr. Osbourne, “What’s the
perfect fishery look like?” He calmly
replied, “I don’t know.”

To conclude this, allow me to
remind you that TPW has not
planned on changing any regulations.
In the past I’ve referred to the begin-
ning of this process as a proposal.
That’s not the case. A formal proposal
has not been made. The purpose of
these meetings is simply to deter-
mine if a proposal should be brought
before the TPW Commission. TPW

biologists will try to answer all of the
aforementioned questions for the
upcoming meeting. As of my writing
this the next meeting is scheduled for
May 22nd at the Marine Research
Lab in Rockport beginning at
10:00 a.m. 

In my previous column it was not my
intention to belittle the work and efforts
that CCA and TPW have put forth.
Their accomplishments speak for them-
selves. Nor should any of those comments
be attributed to the Texas Fly Fishers.
Those statements were mine and I was
not speaking on behalf of the organiza-
tion. To those who took offense at my
words, let me assure you that purpose of
my article is to provide information and
leave you, the reader, to form your own
opinions. Please feel free to email me!
That’s the reason my email address is
there.  flytide@ev1.net

Mihi cura futuri.
(My care is for the furture.)
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The day started cloudy with a few
patchy sun rays making it through
to reflect down on the lake with the
bright light all around to start the
new day.

I had invited my favorite fishing
partner, Rick, my brother, to come
down to the lake close by and fish it
with me. I had been catching some
really good sized bull bream that
were spawning in the coves and I
had enjoyed the action of catching
and releasing them the weekend
before. Of course right next to the
bream beds were some really big bass
that would just love to feast on one
of these bream. 

We started out fishing for these
bream on the second cove which is
away from the first cove that always
has at least four to five people fish-
ing it every time I go by it. So we go
for top water action on this protected
cove where we should be able to use
dry flies without much wind inter-
ference. The first fish caught was a
small one but it got the day started
and Rick was pleased to see that it
didn’t take long to start hooking up
with these feisty bream. 

We both continued to cast up close
to the bank and allow the caddis flies
we were fishing to land softly on top
of the water with a small twitch or
two for a retrieve. All of a sudden a
really nice-sized bull bream shoots
up to the surface and just inhales the
size 14 caddis fly that I am using.
The fight begins and this wary crit-
ter uses his skills and flat body to
slap himself down into the lake
grass. I continue to pull on the rod
upwards to keep him from burying

his head into the lake grass. I finally
am able to tire out this tough guy
and bring him to hand. His battle
with me was of course for life and
death and I really admire the way
these bream fight. 

We continue to catch and release
another 10 bream at that spot before
they recognize the fly and take an
attitude that there is a bull in the
living room. I instruct Rick to now
use a sinking fly for better action
especially with the wind hitting us
from the south. He switches to the
old faithful wooly bugger and all of a

sudden is into another batch of bull
bream that are nesting in the third
cove. I enjoy watching his retrieve of
the fly when all of a sudden the rod
bends and pulls with the fish fight-
ing and zig zagging around to
unhook itself and get into the lake
grass. 

I am now on the opposite end of
the cove and casting towards Rick so
that both of our flies can excite these
bream that are just sitting there on
their nests, irritable at anything that
even swims their way. Bam, bam, we
have a double as the bream hit our

Bass Fishing on Local Pond
by Rudy Elizando
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flies and start their runs towards the
middle of the lake. We skillfully
play the fish to coax them into the
cove where we can retrieve them and
release them. Again, we hook up
about 7 or 8 times before they put
down.

Along the north side of the lake
there are some street lights, and
when I have fished this area at night,
I have always been lucky, catching
some really big bass along this side.
I would fish from 7:00 pm till about
midnight. Of course on hot steamy

summer nights I would sacrifice
myself to the mosquitoes and allow
them to ring the dinner bell and
shout ”buffet”! The reward of catch-
ing big bass does have its price and
the fish gods are sure to make you
suffer for picking on their kind.

We move down the cove and start
to fish another area. Of course the
Chamber of Commerce will not
allow us to reveal our nice location
and so I can only say that the north
end of the lake is one of the most
productive areas. 

The next thing I hear is Rick
yelling at me that he has caught
something big and it is heading full
steam for the middle of the lake. His
reel is singing that great ol’ song
that we all like to hear and the zing-
ing is ringing loud from one end of
the lake to the other. His rod is real-
ly bent over and his arms are strain-
ing to hold on to this big one. Good
thing he brought his Loomis 5 wt
GL-3, which can take this kind of
fight. 

The fish is not about to give up
any ground as he starts to swim
along the lake’s edge and keeps
pulling and giving it all he’s got.
Rick has to walk with this monster
for about 20 feet before he even
begins to slow it down. The fish
starts around and comes back
towards the shore and starts to sur-
face when he catches a glimpse of
me. Scarred, he starts back down and
out towards the middle of the lake to
get away again with the last ounce of
energy he has. Rick finally pulls the
rod up in the air. The fish is now
exhausted and starts to swim slowly
back towards the shore as Rick reels
him in. In another five minutes he is
able to pull the leader in close to
shore and grabs the gill. He is able
to lift him up by the mouth and gill
and after a quick picture, unhooks
him. We both had to admire that
bully catfish just swim away like he
was saying, “huh, I showed you not
to mess with me”! 

We brothers are old veteran fly
fishers who have fished in all kinds
of conditions and have come to
accept the facts as they are, that we
will not always catch fish in good
numbers like we were doing today.
What a lucky day and the fish were
cooperating quite well with us good
ol’ home boys. Ordinarily we would
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The Best in Kayaks,
canoes,outdoor clothing,

travel gear and fly fishing equipment

5808 S. Rice Ave
Houston, Texas 77081

have said it was already a pretty
good day and called it quits to enjoy
a good tasting cup of coffee and a
fresh breakfast at the ihop. But no,
not us. We figured that if the fishing
was that good so far, we would keep
fishing. Why let a good day of fish-
ing end early -- we are die-hard fish-
ermen and would not stop so long as
our bodies could keep up and we
could go without food for another
four hours. Amenities such as food
and shelter are for the sissies, occa-
sional fishermen for whom the thrill
is just to enjoy the day. For them we
say, “just sit there on the shore and
watch us fish.”

We continue hitting all the good
spots within the coves and the bream
that are spawning in them. We just
know without a doubt that there
will be a monster bass in there some
where who would just love to hit one
of our hooked bull beam and have a
deluxe dinner with all the trim-
mings. 

And then it happened. I was cast-
ing along a narrow strip on the outer
side of the grass bed where I had
been catching some bull bream. The
wind had created a stream flow from
the south end of the lake to the
north. I was using the same wooly
bugger and I let my fly go down to

the bottom to sit there for about 2
minutes before retrieving it.

Sometimes when the fishing is
hard and hooking a fish is tough, I
just cast and let the fly gently hit
the water and take a long walk down
the runway for all to see and entice
as she goes. This time the fly was
priming the resident Big Mama bass
for the take. She was no doubt din-
ing on the small bream fingerlings
and whatever was easy to catch. 

Bam, and my line went tight, she
took the wooly bugger and was
swimming up steam when she
turned and discovered to her amaze-
ment that she was hooked. Now all
lazy Saturday afternoons are off and
this fish awakes to start heading
toward the middle of the lake. She
obviously had been hooked many
times before by me throughout the
years. Her strategy was to head for
the deep middle and dig into the
lake grass. I anticipated her move
and started to pull up hard on my
rod to keep her head out of the
weeds. As she began to realize this,
she continued her swim upstream
and used her body to flop over to
bust the line. Again, having fought
her before, I eased up on the drag to
allow her to tire herself and not put
too much tension on the line. She

turned and started to go with the
current now, and again went to the
middle of the lake, but I pulled up
hard on the rod to keep her from
digging in and pulled her back
towards the shore. She was begin-
ning to tire. At first I hadn’t realized
she was a bass because she never
jumped. But when I saw her surfac-
ing near the shore I realized that she
was a Big Mama bass, indeed. I laid
down my rod and pulled her in gen-
tly with the leader and was able to
lip her. This fish was easily 12.5 lbs.
and I yelled to Rick to come quickly
and take a picture of this monster
bass. She fought good and hard for
about 15 minutes before I landed
her. We took a few quick pictures
before reviving her and releasing her
back to her same ol’ territorial spot.
This makes about five years that I
have been catching this bass and
having fun fighting her. Tonight I
will bring her some good fresh
worms to dine on (and pay homage
to the fish gods). 

Rick and I finally have to quit
after a long morning of catching and
fighting fish on the local pond but at
least we now have proof of our great
excursion. By the way, where was
that blue stuff. My arms and back
are sore.
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Home: 713-768-8444

MARK MARMON

Freshwater Outings
Work: 713-993-9981
Home: 713-666-8868

mcubed@usa.net

DAVID MURRELL

Saltwater Outings
Work: 281-265-6500
Home: 281-870-9156

fisifdm@flash.net

MIKE WILLIS

Special Events
Work: 713 721-4755
Home: 713 223-7041

mwillis@us.ca-indosuez.com

WINDKNOTS

EVAN WATKINS

Work: 281-316-3900
Home: 281-414-4590

Fax: 281-316-3935
ebrooks74@aol.com

GREG RHODES

Work: 713-690-7878
Home: 281-345-9792

gregr@pegasusdesign.com

RAFFLES & DOOR PRIZES

ED HOGAN

Home: 281-360-3203

SR. ADVISORS AT-LARGE

WRIGHT GUTHRIE

Home: 713-664-0639

JOHN SCARBOROUGH

Home: 713-465-5196

TOM LYONS

Home: 281-379-7944

E X E C U T I V E  C O M M I T T E E
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WINDKNOTS INFO

The Texas Fly Fishers monthly
newsletter needs your help.
Otherwise, we’ll run out of

material to print. Please send
your newsletter contributions to:

Greg Rhodes
16335 Leedswell Ln.
Houston, TX 77084

gregr@pegasusdesign.com
Home: 281-345-9792
Work: 713-690-7878

All articles, photographs and
newsworthy events are appreciat-
ed. If you know of any upcoming
events other members might be

interested in please let us know so
we can keep them informed.

Information and articles should be
submitted before the second week

of each month.

WEBSITE INFO

Please send your pictures, ideas,
links, etc... to the TFF webmaster

e-mail address listed on the
web page at:

http://www.texasflyfishers.org

Norbert Burch
TFF Webmaster

Attention:

All previous issues of the
Windknots publication are now

posted online in PDF format for
downloading and viewing. Each
new Windknots will be posted

immediately following it’s release.
Please keep this in mind if you

don’t recieve an issue!
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